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Constructing n-Manifolds from Spines†
PAOLA BANDIERI
In this paper, we describe a standard algorithm, which extends the ‘bijoin’ construction, introduced
in [1] for the orientable case. It allows us to obtain all (orientable and non-orientable) closed n-
manifolds from a suitable class of .n − 1/-dimensional spines.
c© 1998 Academic Press
In questo lavoro si descrive un algoritmo che generalizza la costruzione del ‘bijoin’ introdotto in
[1] per il caso orientabile. Tale algoritmo permette di costruire tutte le n-varieta`, orientabili e non
orientabili, a partire da opportune spine di dimensione n − 1.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. NOTATIONS
In this work, all spaces and maps are piecewise-linear (PL) in the sense of [5, 16]. For basic
graph theory, see [8] and [17]; moreover, all spaces and graphs are connected.
If K is an n-dimensional pseudocomplex [9, p. 49], the disjoint star of an h-simplex  h in
K is the pseudocomplex std. h;K/ obtained from the disjoint union of the simplexes of K
containing  h , via the re-identification of the .n− 1/-simplexes containing  h and of all their
faces.
Let K be an n-dimensional pseudocomplex, V.K/ be its vertex-set and  V V.K/! C , with
Card C D nC 1, be a vertex-colouring on K, i.e., a map injective on the set of vertices of each
simplex; then the pair .K; / is called a coloured complex. If K has exactly n C 1 vertices,
then it is called a contracted complex [3, 14, 15]. If K0 is a subcomplex of K whose vertices
are coloured by the labels of B  C , then we say that K0 is B-coloured.
Throughout the paper the term graph includes multiple edges between two distinct vertices,
whereas the term pseudograph is used to indicate that both loops and multiple edges are
allowed.
If 0 is a (pseudo-)graph, then V.0/ (resp. E.0/) will denote the set of vertices (resp. of
edges) of 0. If N0 is a directed pseudograph, then for each directed edge (arc) Ne 2 E. N0/, the
symbol Ne.0/ (resp. Ne.1/) denotes the first (resp. the second) endpoint of Ne.
Given a (pseudo-)graph 0, a map γ V E.0/ ! C (where C is a suitable set, called the
colour-set) is said to be a generalized edge-colouring on 0. For every B  C , 0B denote the
subgraph of 0, such that V .0B/ D V.0/ and E.0B/ D γ−1.B/; we set Oc D C − fcg, for each
c 2 C . If either B D fcg, or B D fc; dg, then we often write 0c and 0cd , instead of 0fcg and
0fc;dg.
A crystallized structure of dimension n is defined as a pair .0; γ /, where 0 is a graph and γ
is a generalized edge-colouring on 0, such that the connected components of any colour are
cliques (i.e., complete graphs) and the cardinality of the colour-set C is n C 1. Further, if for
every c 2 C , all the components of0c are cliques of length two (i.e., single edges), then .0; γ /
is said to be an .n C 1/-coloured graph; moreover, it is called contracted, if 0 Oc is connected
for each colour c 2 C .
†Work performed under the auspices of the G.N.S.A.G.A.-C.N.R., and within the Project ‘Topologia e Geometria’,
supported by M.U.R.S.T. of Italy.
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A directed (pseudo-)graph N0 endowed with a generalized edge-colouring Nγ is called an
oriented structure if, for each colour c 2 C , the components of N0c are elementary oriented
cycles.
For more details, as well as the quoted paper [3], see [2, 10, 11].
A coloured n-complex K D K.0/ is associated to each crystallized structure .0; γ / of
dimension n; conversely, a crystallized structure 0 D 0.K/ is associated to each coloured
complex .K; / (see [1]). If a vertex v 2 V.0/ and an n-simplex  of K are associated to
each other, then we write v D v. / and  D .v/. Note that the equality 0.K.0// D 0
always holds, while K.0.K// D K iff K satisfies the following condition of ‘local strong
connectedness’: (LSC) for every simplex  of K, the disjoint star std.;K/ of  in K is
strongly connected.
If .0; γ / is an .nC1/-coloured graph, then its space jK.0/j is a quasi-manifold, i.e., (i) each
.n−1/-simplex is face of exactly two n-simplexes of K and (ii) K satisfies (LSC). Note that all
manifolds are particular quasi-manifolds; conversely, the only quasi-manifolds of dimension 2
are the surfaces.
Let .0; γ / and .00; γ 0/ be two crystallized structures, with colour-sets C and C 0 respectively;
a graph-isomorphism8 V 0! 00 is said to be a colour-isomorphism iff there exists a bijection
’ V C ! C 0, such that γ 0  8 D ’  γ ; in this case, 0 and 00 are said to be colour-
isomorphic (with ’ as an associated bijection). The same concept can be introduced also
for two coloured complexes .K; / and .K0;  0/, with colour-sets C and C 0, respectively: an
isomorphism F V K ! K0 is said to be a colour-isomorphism (with ’ V C ! C 0 as associated
bijection) iff  0  F D ’   .
Note that a colour-isomorphism 8 V 0 ! 00 (associated with ’) induces a colour-
isomorphism Q8 V K.0/! K.00/ (associated with the same bijection ’).
2. BIJOINS AND SPINES
If .K; / is an n-dimensional coloured complex and C is its colour-set, then, for each colour
c 2 C , let us denote by K. Oc/ the subcomplex of K induced by the vertices of the set −1. Oc/ (i.e.,
by all the vertices of K not labelled c). K. Oc/, with the vertex-colouring  0 induced by  , has a
natural structure of .n−1/-dimensional coloured complex. Moreover, if K is a quasi-manifold,
then for each colour c 2 C , K. Oc/ satisfies (LSC), as it is easy to check.
DEFINITION 2.1 ([1]). Let .H;  / be an .n − 1/-dimensional coloured complex. We shall
call pluri-bijoin over .H;  / each n-dimensional coloured complex .K; / such that: (a) jKj
is a quasi-manifold; (b) there is a colour c 2 C , such that .H;  / is colour-isomorphic with
.K. Oc/;  0/.
In particular, if −1.c/ has cardinality h, then .K; / is said to be an h-bijoin; if h D 1, then
it is simply called a bijoin.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let .K; / be an h-bijoin over .H;  /; let further M D jKj be an n-
manifold and M^ be M with the interiors of h n-balls deleted. Then M^ collapses to jHj. In
particular, if h D 1, the jHj is a spine of M.
PROOF. As, there exists a colour c, such that H can be identified with the subcomplex
K. Oc/ generated by all the vertices of K with colours other than c, then we can consider a new
complex K^ obtained by removing the interiors of the stars of the vertices coloured c from
the barycentric subdivision K0 of K. Obviously, jK^j D M^; moreover, as it is easy to check,
jK^j collapses to jH0j, where H0 denotes the barycentric subdivision of H. This completes the
proof. 2
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By the definition itself, if .K; / is an h-bijoin over .H;  /, then H necessarily satisfies (LSC).
Hence both H and K are represented by the associated edge-coloured graphs Q0 D 0.H/ and
B D 0.K/. In particular, Q0 is an .n − 1/-dimensional crystallized structure, while B is an
.nC1/-coloured graph, which is bipartite or non-bipartite, according to jKj being orientable or
non-orientable. Moreover, Q0 (resp. B) inherits in a natural way a generalized edge-colouring
Qγ (resp. ) (see [3] and its bibliography).
As B represents K and Q0 represents H, which is colour-isomorphic with K. Oc/, there is a
simple way to obtain Q0 from B. First of all, consider the graph . QB D B.c/; Q/, obtained by
shrinking to a point all edges coloured c of B: (I) set V . QB/ D −1.c/; (II) if e1; e2 are two
vertices of QB (i.e., two possibly coincident edges coloured c of B) and if there is an edge f
coloured i of B (i being a colour other than c) joining and endpoint of e1 and an endpoint of
e2 in B, then join e1 and e2 in QB by an edge Qf , with Q.Qf / D i . Observe that this edge is a loop
iff e1 D e2. Now, . Q0; Qγ / is obtained from . QB D B.c/; Q/ simply by deleting all possible loops
and then replacing each component of Q−1.i/, by the clique over the same set of vertices.
The above construction suggest to call .B; / a pluri-bijoin over . Q0; Qγ / (h-bijoin if B Oc has h
components and simply bijoin if h D 1).
Note that in general, for a given coloured pseudocomplex H (satisfying (LSC)), there are
many pluri-bijoins over H. Hence, the described construction of Q0 from B cannot be uniquely
reversed.
In [1], a simple algorithm is described, for constructing all orientable pluri-bijoins over any
given coloured pseudocomplex H of dimension n−1. For n D 3, the construction is completed
by characterizing in a simple algorithmic way the pluri-bijoins K over H, triangulating closed
orientable 3-manifolds.
The method has been applied in [6] and in [7], where an algorithm is presented for detecting
whether a given group presentation is ‘geometric’, i.e., comes from a Heegaard diagram of an
orientable 3-manifold. It also extends and unifies two well-known algorithms, contained in
[12] and [13].
In the present paper, we shall extend both results to the non-orientable case. In particular, we
shall present an algorithm for constructing all (orientable or non-orientable) pluri-bijoins over
any given coloured pseudocomplex H of dimension n − 1, which reduces to the previous one
in the orientable case. Moreover, after a glance to the case of surfaces, we shall characterize
the pluri-bijoins K over H, triangulating closed (orientable or non-orientable) 3-manifolds. A
paper in preparation will contain, as an application, an algorithm extending that of [7] to the
non-orientable case.
3. THE ‘BIJOIN’ CONSTRUCTION
DEFINITION 3.1. By a pondered n-structure we mean a triple P D . N0; Nγ ; !/, where N0 is
an oriented pseudo-graph, regular of degree 2n; Nγ V E. N0/! 1n−1 D fi 2 Z j 0  i  n−1g
is a generalized edge-colouring on N0 and ! V E. N0/! f0; 1; 2g is a map, called weight on N0,
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) for each colour c 2 1n−1, the components of Nγ−1.c/ are elementary cycles;
(2) if c 2 1n−1 − f0g, then for each arc e 2 Nγ−1.c/; !.e/ D 1;
(3) let e and f be two adjacent arcs coloured 0; if e.1/ D f .0/, then either !.e/ D !.f / D 1,
or !.e/ D 1 and !.f / D 0, or !.e/ D 2 and !.f / D 0 or !.e/ D 0 and !.f / D 2 or
!.e/ D 2 and !.f / D 1; if e.1/ D f .1/, then either !.e/ D 0 and !.f / D 1 or !.e/ D 0
and !.f / D 2; if e.0/ D f .0/, then !.e/ D 0 and !.f / D 2 or !.e/ D 1 and !.f / D 2.
See Figure 1 for a scheme of the above conditions.
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1 1
1 0
1 0
0 2
1 2
0 2
0 2
2 1
2 0
FIGURE 1. A scheme of the relations ordering/weight for the c-coloured cycles of a pondered structure.
REMARK 3.2. If 2 is a component of Nγ−1.d/, d being any colour, such that each arc e
of2 has weight 1, then2 is an elementary oriented cycle. Hence an oriented structure . N0; Nγ /,
defined in [1], can be identified with a pondered structure where all the edges have weight 1.
Given any pondered structure P D . N0; Nγ ; !/, we can uniquely construct an ‘associated’
crystallized structure . Q0; Qγ /, by the following rules: (a) delete all loops of E. N0/; (b) for every
colour  2 1n−1, replace each component of Nγ−1./ by the clique over the same vertices and
colour  all its edges.
Moreover, we set, by definition, K.P/ D K. Q0/.
Obviously, we cannot uniquely reverse the above construction; in fact, many pondered
structures can be associated to a given crystallized structure (see, for example, Figures 2(b
and d), 4(b and d).
Let P D . N0; Nγ ; !/ be a pondered n-structure. We define a new .n C 1/-coloured graph
.B D B.P/; / as follows:
(i) V.B/ D V. N0/ f0; 1g;
(ii) for each v 2 V. N0/, join .v; 0/ and .v; 1/ by an edge f 2 E.B/ and set .f / D n;
(iii) if e 2 E. N0/ and e.0/ D v; e.1/ D w, then join .v; h/ and .w; k/.h; k 2 f0; 1g/, by an
edge " 2 E.B/, so that h  k and h C k D !.e/. Then set ."/ D Nγ .e/.
LEMMA 3.3. The pair .B; / is an .nC1/-coloured graph and the subgraph BO0 is bipartite.
Moreover, K.B/ is a pluri-bijoin over the (coloured) complex K.P/.
PROOF. The ‘compatibility’ condition (3) of Definition 3.1 assures that .B; / is an .nC1/-
coloured graph and therefore that jK.B/j is a quasi-manifold. If we set V0 D .V. N0/f0g/ and
V1 D .V. N0/ f1g/, then V.B/ D V0 [ V1 and, by condition (2), each edge of E.B/− −1.0/
joins a vertex of V0 with a vertex of V1; this shows that BO0 is bipartite.
In order to prove that K.B/ is a pluri-bijoin over K.P/, observe that the coloured complexes
K.P/ and K.B/. On/ are colour-isomorphic by construction, in fact, the non-oriented pseudo-
graph underlying the pondered structure P is colour-isomorphic with the graph QB obtained
by ‘shrinking to a point’ all edges coloured n of B; hence, if Q0 is the crystallized structure
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FIGURE 2. (a) . Q0; Qγ /; (b) . N01; Nγ1; !1/; (c) .B. N01/; . N01// A crystallization of the TORUS; (d)
. N02; Nγ2; !2/; (e) .B. N02/; . N02// A crystallization of the KLEIN BOTTLE.
associated to P , then K. Q0/ (D K.P/) and K.B/. On/ are colour-isomorphic. This completes the
proof. 2
REMARK 3.4. If P D . N0; Nγ ; !/ is a pondered n-structure and N3 is obtained from N0 simply
by inverting the orientation on the arcs belonging to any subset of !−1.f0; 2g/, then P 0 D
. N3; Nγ ; !/ is again a pondered .n − 1/-structure and B.P/ D B.P 0/.
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LEMMA 3.5. Let .G; g/ be an .nC1/-coloured graph, such that the subgraph GO0 is bipartite.
Then there is a pondered n-structure P D . N0; Nγ ; !/ with the property that .B.P/; / is
isomorphic to .G; g/.
PROOF. Let us call V0;V1 the two bipartition classes of V.GO0/; this allows to set E.G/ D
E00 [ E11 [ E01, where Ehk denotes the set of all edges of G, joining a vertex of Vh with a
vertex of Vk , for h; k 2 f0; 1g.
Now, orient each edge e 2 E01 in such a way that its initial vertex belongs to V0; then orient
arbitrarily all edges belonging to E00[E11 and define a weight V E.G/! f0; 1; 2g as follows:
if e 2 Ehk , then.e/ D h C k .h; k 2 f0; 1g/. Note that if f 2 E.GO0/ D E.G/− g−1.0/, thenf belongs to E01 and therefore .f / D 1.
The requested pondered n-structure P D . N0; Nγ ; !/ is now defined as follows: (a) the
oriented pseudograph . N0; Nγ / is the pseudograph obtained by ‘shrinking to a point’ all edges
coloured n of G, with the orientation induced by the one previously defined on G; (b) the
weight ! V E. N0/ ! f0; 1; 2g is the one induced on N0 by . As it is easy to see, by the
construction itself, .B.P/; / is isomorphic to .G; g/. Note that the whole construction works
as well if we replace the colour n with an arbitrary colour c 2 1n − f0g. 2
Given a pondered n-structure P D . N0; Nγ ; !/, we define the inverse structure P D
. N0; Nγ ; !/, where N0 is N0 with the opposite orientation, Nγ  D Nγ and ! D p02! (here
p02 denotes the permutation on f0; 1; 2g, which changes 0 with 2).
DEFINITION 3.6. Two pondered n-structuresP D . N0; Nγ ; !/ andP 0 D . N00; Nγ 0; !0/ are said
to be equivalent iff P 0 is obtained either from P or from P, by inverting the orientation on
the arcs belonging to any subset of !−1.f0; 2g/.
LEMMA 3.7. LetP D . N0; Nγ ; !/ andP 0 D . N00; Nγ 0; !0/ be two pondered n-structures. Then
P and P 0 are equivalent iff there exists a colour-isomorphism 8 V B.P/ ! B.P 0/, with
Id V 1n ! 1n as associated bijection (i.e., such that  D 8   0).
PROOF. If P 0 D P, then we can define 8 V V.B.P// ! V.B.P//, simply by setting
8.v; 0/ D .v; 1/, for each vertex v 2 V. N0/ D V. N0/. The bijection 8 induces a graph-
isomorphism 8 V B.P/ ! B.P/, which preserves the colours. The first part of the proof
follows now from Remark 3.4.
Let us suppose, conversely, that B D B.P/ and B0 D B.P 0/ are isomorphic, by a colour-
isomorphism 8, which preserves the colours of the edges. As, in particular, 8.−1.0// D
 0−1.0/;8 induces a colour-isomorphism 8O0 V BO0 ! B0O0, again preserving the colours of
the edges. As 8.−1.n// D  0−1.n/, then for each vertex v 2 V. N0/, there exists a ver-
tex v0 2 V. N00/, such that either (a) 8.v; 0/ D .v0; 0/;8.v; 1/ D .v0; 1/ or (b) 8.v; 0/ D
.v0; 1/;8.v; 1/ D .v0; 0/ holds. Moreover, if for a given vertex v, relation (a) holds (resp.
(b) holds), then (a) (resp. (b)) holds for every vertex of N0. This, together with Remark 3.4,
concludes the proof. 2
As all PL-manifolds are represented by a coloured graph, then, as a consequence of the
above constructions, we can state the following Representation Theorem, which extends [1,
Corollary 12].
THEOREM 3.8. For each closed PL-manifold Mn of dimension n, there is an n-pondered
structure P such that .B.P/; / is a crystallization of Mn.
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4. CLOSED SURFACES AND 3-MANIFOLDS AS BIJOINS
4.1. The 2-dimensional case. Let Hq be a contracted 1-dimensional pseudocomplex, with q
edges. Note that every pluri-bijoin over Hq triangulates a closed surface (see [1]).
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let K be any bijoin over Hq. Then:
(a) if q is even, then jKj is homeomorphic with the non-orientable surface of genus q − 1;
(b) if q is odd, then jKj is homeomorphic either with the orientable surface of genus .q−1/=2
or with the non-orientable surface of genus q − 1.
PROOF. Let qk denote the number of k-simplices of K .k D 0; 1; 2/. Then q0 D 3; q2 D
2q; q1 D 3q2=2 D 3q and therefore .K/ D 3 − q. Hence, if q D 2r is even, then
.K/ D 3 − 2r is odd and jKj is non-orientable of genus 2 − .K/ D 2r − 1 D q − 1. If,
conversely, q D 2r C 1 is odd, then .K/ D 2 − 2r is even and jKj is either non-orientable
of genus 2− .K/ D 2r D q − 1 or orientable of genus 1− .K/=2 D r D .q − 1/=2. This
completes the proof. 2
PROPOSITION 4.2.
(a) For each even integer q  1, there exists at least one non-orientable bijoin over Hq.
(b) For each odd integer q  2, there exists at least one orientable bijoin and one non-
orientable bijoin over Hq.
PROOF. For the orientable case, see [1, Theorem 13].
For the non-orientable case, let . Q0q ; Qγq/ be the crystallized structure associated to Hq .
Consider now the pondered structure P D . N0q ; Nγq ; !/ associated to . Q0q ; Qγq/, defined as
follows:
— . N0q/f0g is an Hamiltonian, coherently oriented cycle and all its edges have weight 1;
— . N0q/f1g is also an Hamiltonian, coherently oriented cycle such that, for each edge e1
of . N0q/f0g there is an edge e2 of . N0q/f1g with the same ends as e1 and the opposite
orientation;
— there are two adjacent edges e; f of . N0q/f1g with !.e/ D 0; !.f / D 2 and all the other
edges of . N0q/f1g have weight 1.
Observe that, if q D 2, then . Q0q ; Qγq/ consists of two vertices joined by two edges coloured
0 and 1, respectively; in this case, to obtain that . N0q/f0g (resp. . N0q/f1g) is an Hamiltonian,
coherently oriented cycle, we consider, for each colour, the cycle of length two over the same
vertices. As it is easy to see, .B.P/; / is a crystallization of the closed, non-orientable surface
of genus q − 1. 2
Some examples are contained in Figure 2.
4.2. The 3-dimensional case. In [1] the weak cycles of an oriented structure are introduced,
i.e., the cycles, whose edges are alternately coloured by two fixed colours and any two have
opposite orientations.
Let . N0; Nγ ; !/ be a pondered 3-structure, we define now a generalized weak cycle of N0fi; jg; it
is a cycle of N0fi; jg whose edges are alternately coloured i and j , and satisfying the following
conditions:
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0 1
2 1
2 1
1 1
0 1
1 1
colour 0
FIGURE 3. All the possible conditions of adjacency for the generalized weak cycles.
(a) if fi; jg D f1; 2g, then for each pair e; f of adjacent edges of ;!.e/ D !.f / D 1 and
either e.0/ D f .0/ or e.1/ D f .1/;
(b) If one of the labels, say i , is 0 and e; f are adjacent edges of , respectively coloured 0
and j , then one of the following conditions holds:
— if e.1/ D f .1/, then either !.e/ D !.f / D 1, or !.e/ D 2 and !.f / D 1;
— if e.0/ D f .0/, then either !.e/ D !.f / D 1, or !.e/ D 0 and !.f / D 1;
— if e.0/ D f .1/, then !.e/ D 2 and !.f / D 1;
— finally, if e.1/ D f .0/, then !.e/ D 0 and !.f / D 1.
For a scheme of the above conditions, see Figure 3.
Observe that at each vertex v of N0 and for each pair of distinct colours i; j 2 12, one of
the previous conditions is certainly verified by Condition (3) of Definition 3.1. This turns out
easily by comparing the sequence of adjacent edges in N0 with the corresponding sequence of
adjacent edges in B (see Figure 3).
Let .H; / be a coloured complex of dimension 2 and let . Q0; Qγ / be the associated crystallized
structure. From now on (according to the notations introduced in [1], we denote by Qgk the
number of connected components of Q0k and by Qg Ok the number of the connected components
of Q0 Ok . Moreover, q1 will denote the sum of the Qgk’s and q2 the sum of the Qg Ok’s. Finally, let p
denote the number of the vertices of Q0, i.e., the number of 2-simplices of H.
If P D . N0; Nγ ; !/ is a pondered structure associated to . Q0; Qγ /, let Ngi j be the number of
generalized weak cycles of N0i j and Ngi .D Qgi /; NgOı .D QgOı/ those of the connected components ofN0i ; N0Oı respectively.
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(01, °1,!1)
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(d)
1
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1
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(02, °2,!2)
(a, 1)(a, 0)
(b, 1) (b, 0)
(d, 0) (c, 1)
(c, 0)(d, 1)
(c)
(B(01), fl(01))
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(b, 0)(a, 0)
(b, 0) (b, 0)
(d, 1) (c, 1)
(c, 0)(d, 1)
(e)
(B(02), fl(02))
S1 £ S2
~
FIGURE 4. (a) . Q0; Qγ /; (b) . N01; Nγ1; !1/; (c) .B. N01/; . N01//S1  S2; (d) . N02; Nγ2; !2/; (e)
.B. N02/; . N02//S1 S
2
.
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THEOREM 4.3. Let .B; / be the h-bijoin constructed over P , then .B; / represents a
closed 3-manifold iff Ng01 C Ng02 C Ng12 C q1 D q2 C hC 2p.
PROOF. As the number of cycles of B coloured i; j .i; j 2 12/ is Ngi j , that of the cycles
coloured i; 3 .i 2 12/ is Ngi , h is the number of the connected components of BO3, NgOı is the
number of the connected components of BOı .i 2 12/ and 2p is the number of vertices of B,
then the proof is an easy consequence of [4, Theorem 15]. 2
When H is contracted, then q2 is 3 and the above Theorem can be restated as follows:
THEOREM 4.4. Let .B; / be an h-bijoin over the pondered structure P , then .B; / is a
crystallization of a closed 3-manifold M iff the following conditions hold:
(1) h D 1;
(2) . N0/ D 1;
(3) for every cyclic permutation " D ."0; "1; "2/ of 12; Ng"0"1 D Ng"2 .
PROOF. The proof is perfectly analogous to that of Theorem 14 of [1]. Conditions (1)
and (2) are obviously true when .B; / is a crystallization and Property (3) is a consequence
of the main theorem of [4]. 2
See Figure 4 for some examples.
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